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Abstract
In this Thesis an overview on the state of the art of direct drive architecture for Hall
Effect Thrusters (D2HET) is given.
Direct and indirect advantages are examined in relation with different kinds of missions,
and two parameters, related to thruster duty cycle and thruster power fraction, are de-
fined in order to assess a qualitative estimate.
As an experimental campaign is to be conducted on a 5 kW Hall Thruster in high thrust
and high Isp regimes, a setup for the experiment is proposed and the D2HET system
has been simulated in first approximation to assess its behaviour.
A photovoltaic plant has been designed in accordance with the experiment requirements,
and a code has been developed to define the final architecture.
The simulation has been functional to the definition of the critical components used in
the filter.
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1 Conventional PPU
In a spacecraft carrying electric thrusters, the Power Processing Unit (PPU) is part of
the Electric Propulsion System (EPS) and it is the device that controls and monitors
the power input from the main spacecraft bus, and grants galvanic isolation between
upstream and downstream devices in order to satisfy the EPS operational requirements
and a safe operation of the spacecraft.
PPU inefficiency generates heat that must be dissipated by spacecraft Thermal Control
System (TCS) and also affects the size of the Power Generation System.
Considering the near- and mid-term capabilities of spacecraft power generation technolo-
gies, a big effort has been spent in the last two decades to qualify and fly electrostatic
thrusters that performed a wide range of missions at different power levels, due to their
good overall thrust-specific power and thrust efficiency performances compared to other
kinds of electric thrusters.
Gridded Ion Thrusters (GIT) generally offer higher specific impulses and thrust effi-
ciencies than Hall-Effect Thrusters (HET), but have a more complex architecture that
reflects on PPU.
Besides of this, near- and mid-term space power generation technologies allow lower
voltages than the ones needed for proper GIT operation without any voltage conversion,
which are on the order of 1kV compared to the order of 300V needed for HETs [1] [2].
Moreover, regulated main spacecraft buses are conventionally set at even lower voltages,
ranging from the standard 28V up to ISS US Sector 120V.
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1.1 HET Electrodes Power Supplies
For the above mentioned reasons a focus is put over HET dedicated PPUs.
1.1.1 Anode Supply
The Anode Supply (AS) drives the anode discharge and is essential to sustain the thrust-
ing phase, driving the major part of HET power and therefore accounting for the major
part of PPU losses.
It is a DC/DC Converter Unit (DDCU) that steps the input low voltage from the main
bus up to a higher voltage needed for the HET discharge, and ensures the operation on
the constant-voltage leg of the V-I anode characteristic via current limiters.
Different kinds of DDCU exist, of which push-pull and full-bridge topologies have been
used widely on HET PPUs, that use a temporal switch (Pulse-Width Modulation, PWM)
at frequencies of the order of tens of kHz in the chopper stage, followed by a network
of inverter transformer and rectifier for conversion. The whole network is comprised
between input and output filters.
Typical output voltage is around 300V but for peculiar missions the supply can be mod-
ulated to output voltages over a range from 100V to 450V, or 600V when high power is
driven or high Isp is demanded.
The positively biased output of the AS is connected to the anode and the negatively
biased output is connected to the cathode.
Figure 1.1: SPT-100 Anode Supply, from Hamley et al., 1993
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1.1.2 Electromagnetic Interference Filter
The EMI filter (EMIF) is placed at the input of the AS to protect the system from
HET operation transients, typical HET plasma instabilities, low frequency (tens of kHz)
breathing oscillations, current inrushes and to decouple AS from Power Generation Sys-
tem current perturbations.
Filters have low-pass architectures, including inductors in parallel with capacitors and
resistors, whose inductance, capacitance and resistance values are chosen in order to fit
System requirements.
1.1.3 Heater Supply
The Heater Supply (HS) powers a resistive load used to raise the cathode temperature
to facilitate electron emission prior to thruster ignition. This device is needed for a ”soft
start”, whereas it is not needed for ”cold-start” only devices. The demand in current
can be higher than AS but at a small percentage of AS voltage.
For reliability reasons, multiple cathodes may be present in a thruster, but usually one
is used as the main and the other one is backup.
The duty cycle of the HS is usually limited to the start-up phase of the thruster, lasting
on the order of seconds.
Figure 1.2: SPT-100 Heater Supply, from Hamley et al., 1993
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1.1.4 Igniter-Keeper Supply
The Igniter-Keeper Supply (IKS) generates the voltage pulse-train, usually with peaks
around 600V, needed for the establishment of the discharge between the Igniter and the
Cathode.
Once the Igniter-Cathode discharge has occurred, a Keeper signal up to tens of V is
maintained until a Logic Control Unit (LCU) has acknowledged that Cathode-Anode
discharge is established and the thruster has successfully ignited.
The whole duty cycle of IKS lasts on the order of a few seconds, with pulse and follow-
through trains lasting on the order of fractions of seconds, and IKS is an essential
component of an HET PPU.
1.1.5 Electromagnets Supply
The Electromagnets Supply (EMS) powers the electromagnets with the appropriate cur-
rent needed to shape the radial magnetic field that characterizes the HETs, in order to
fit performance and lifetime requirements. EMS has a duty cycle comparable to AS and
in some early flight designs its main role is accomplished by the AS itself.
EMS can be split in two separate supplies powering Inner (IEMS) and Outer (OEMS)
electromagnets for a finer shaping, at the cost of more PPU mass and increased com-
plexity and inefficiency. In presence of an electromagnets-based architecture, EMS are
fundamental to HET operation. Otherwise if permanent magnets are used, there’s no
need for a EMS and it can be removed from the PPU design. Such a choice reduces the
PPU mass and increases efficiency, at the cost of a reduced HET performance flexibility.
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1.2 EPS Power Supplies
Usually an auxiliary DDCU is included in the PPU to power different modules, other
than the thrusters’ electrodes, needed for proper EPS operation.
Figure 1.3: SPT-100 PPU, from Fischer et al., 1993.
1.2.1 Telemetry and Telecommand Interface
Telemetry and Telecommand (TM/TC) Interface is linked to the Main Communication
Bus and is included in a PPU to monitor the system’s status and to command the needed
operations to the PPU, for the EPS to perform different tasks.
1.2.2 Logic Control Unit
A Logic Control Unit (LCU) is usually included in the PPU and linked to TM/TC to
correctly perform PPU automatic Sequencer(SEQ)-controlled operations, e.g. ignition,
or shut-down, or failure recovery, if a specific command is received or if the LCU recog-
nizes a specific situation demanding a specific action.
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1.2.3 Flow Control Unit
A propellant Flow Control Unit (FCU in general, or XFC when dealing with Xe as a
propellant) is powered by a dedicated supply inside the PPU and controlled via LCU.
Propellant flow is regulated via thermothrottles, proportional valves or a combination
of the two devices, in order to satisfy the required anode and cathode flow rates for
different operation modes such as warm-up and steady operation, defining therefore the
discharge current, the thruster’s power demand and thrust generation.
XFC power demand is usually a small fraction of total power used by the EPS, and its
duty cycle is comparable to the thruster’s.
1.2.4 Thruster Selection Unit
When a multi-thruster configuration is used, or multiple cathode and/or propellant feed
paths are present to satisfy specific thrusting or reliability requirements, one or more
Thruster Selection Units (TSU) are added to the EPS, or a TSU can be added to the
PPU assembly itself.
A TSU typically consists in electromechanical latching relays and their drivers, and it
is powered by a dedicated supply. When it is instead an external unit (ETSU) to the
PPU, it may have an autonomous power supply. Configurations exist with combinations
of TSU and ETSU to perform more combinations of choices.
Figure 1.4: Alcatel ETCA SMALL-GEO PPU functional scheme.
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1.3 A Global View
To summarize the importance of different supplies present in a HET PPU, Table1.1 is
shown.
Mandatory Optional Notes
AS x
EMIF x
HS x Cold-start devices don’t need pre heating
IKS x
EMS x Permanent magnets don’t need power
TM/TC x
LCU x
FCU x
TSU x Depends on EPS architecture
Table 1.1: PPU modules and supplies
As anticipated, different power supplies have different duty cycles and use different power
levels.
Figure 1.5: SS/Loral 1993 SPT-100 PPU duty cycle example, from Fischer et al.
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As shown by Figure1.5 the AS is the most power demanding source, and thus also the
major PPU inefficiency source. Based on Figure1.5 data, an ideal steady-state power
sharing is shown in Table1.2.
AS EMS FCU
98% 1.5% 0.5%
Table 1.2: PPU supplies ideal steady-state power sharing
The mass and efficiency of the single components constituting the various Power Supplies
can be evaluated via a method described in [3] .
Merging some power supplies may lead to mass reductions and higher efficiencies. PPU
efficiency and mass are principal figures of merit, but also the PPU envelope volume has
to be considered.
Space qualified PPUs driving HET have efficiencies spanning over the low-90% range,
as reported in Table 1.3 and Figure 1.6 for PPUs with available complete data.
Plus, as shown in Table 1.4 and Figure 1.7, over the last two decades the development
of miniaturized electronics has led to a substantial processed power density increase.
It is worth to consider that at 5kW a 1% gain in efficiency means 50W less of power to
dissipate, allowing a lighter Thermal Control System. Considering a 0.044 kg/W TCS
mass reduction, such an upgrade would mean an ideal 2.2 kg saving to be reallocated in
spacecraft mass budget.
From the Power Generation System (PGS) point of view, for a Solar Electric Propulsion
(SEP) spacecraft whose PGS is equipped by Triple-Junction III-V cells (3J) Solar Arrays
(SA) with a End Of Life (EOL) specific power of the order of 0.01 kg/W, a 1% increase
in PPU efficiency would translate ideally into a 0.5 kg gain in mass, with this value
increasing taking into account less EOL-performing SA.
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ManufacturerYear Efficiency Mass Power Mass/Power Thruster Notes
[%] [kg] [kW] [kg/kW]
RKA 1993 92 8.35 1.35 6.19 SPT-100
SS/Loral,
Fakel,
FRR
1993 94 7.1 1.5 4.73 SPT-100
SS/Loral 1995 92 8.25 1.35 6.11 SPT-100
PAC 1997 90 10.3 1.35 7.63 D-55
Alcaltel
ETCA
1999 92 10.9 1.6 6.81 SPT-100,
PPS-1350
built-in
TSU
General
Dynamics
2001 93 12.75 4.5 2.83 BPT-4000
Mitsubishi
Electric
Corp.
2009 96 11.9 5 2.38 HET 250 mN
Table 1.3: Space Qualified PPUs
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Figure 1.6: Trends in efficiency
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ManufacturerYear Volume Power Volume/Power Thruster Notes
[cm3] [kW] [cm3/kW]
NASA 1993 40500 1.35 30000 SPT-100
Alcaltel
ETCA
1999 8550 1.6 5344 SPT-100,
PPS-1350
built-in
TSU
General
Dynamics
2001 18920 4.5 4204 BPT-4000
Mitsubishi
Electric
Corp.
2009 15921 5 3184 HET 250 mN
Sitael
S.p.a.
2014 17500 5 3500 HT-5k
Table 1.4: Trends in processed power density
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Figure 1.7: Trends in processed power density
2 Direct Drive Units
As anticipated in the previous chapter, 300V space SA are available today. Based on the
considerations of early 1970s studies, in the last two decades the photovoltaic technology
development, in addiction to the similarity in AS and SA V-I characteristics, lead to
substantial research upon the possibility of powering the HET directly from SA, leading
to the so-called ”direct drive” architecture for HET (D2HET) [4].
From an architecture standpoint compared to a PPU, a DDU allows for the elimination
of AS, the reduction of EMIF mass, and possibly a different integration of TCS.
This leads to substantial benefits regarding the Power Management and Distribution
System (PMAD) in general, but extending also to other spacecraft systems. About this
topic, a distinction between the various kinds of advantages deriving from D2HET has
been described in detail in a previous work [5], and it is here reported in brief.
Figure 2.1: A D2HET PPU (DDU) example, from Hoskins et al., 2003.
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2.1 Direct Advantages
Direct advantages have been defined as those strictly related to the adoption of D2HET,
that allows mass reduction due to the PPU architecture modifications, and the side-
effects due to a higher efficiency.
The elimination of AS leads to a lower DDU mass and a higher efficiency, compared to
the baseline conventional PPU. This is clear considering the power and mass fractions
of AS over the whole PPU processed power and mass.
The AS occupies an estimate of mASmPPU ≥ 50% mass fraction inside a PPU. Thus AS
removal means a substantial reduction in PPU mass.
In literature [5] [6] , parametric equations have been deduced for the estimate of PPU
and DDU mass variation with power, along with estimations for a net mass benefit in
the PPU to DDU transition considering also harness, other supplies and box masses
variations, and here they are shown with the usual notation, with mass expressed in kg
and power in kW.
mPPU = 1.7419P + 4.654 (2.1)
msavDDU = 1.7P + 1.6 (2.2)
Being the AS removed, EMIF is reduced to the matching network between the thruster’s
anode and the SA, performing a similar function compared the one it has in the PPU
but with a simpler architecture, leading to an EMIF mass reduction up to 50%.
In general DDU boxes, harness and remaining control electronics permit a 18% mass
benefit compared to original PPU mass.
Again higher DDU efficiency implies lower waste of heat, thus also a reduction in TCS
mass is achieved. Another side-effect of high efficiency is the lower power requested to
the SA, and this permits further mass savings because of reduced array area.
It has to be remarked that DDU efficiency is estimated as in excess of 99%.
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2.2 Indirect Advantages
Indirect advantages have been defined as the ones that can occur also without the use
of D2HET, such as the use of High Voltage Bus (HVB). The HVB is a straightforward
approach to the design of a PMAD for D2HET.
In an electric network, the relation between power, voltage and current is P = V I.
Following Ohm’s law, for the dissipated power it is Pd = RI
2, and for a resistive load a
voltage boost translates into an higher reduction in the dissipated power, with a relation
approximated by Pd ∝ RV 2 .
In a theoretical way, the law that defines electric resistance in a conductor, such as a
cable, is approximated by R = ρLS , which implies
Pd ∝
ρL
SV 2
⇒ Smin ' ρL
PdV 2
+ c
Thus at growing voltages, for fixed length and dissipated power, the needed cable gauge
has the same trend as dissipated power for constant resistance, and then the mass of
the conductor can be reduced up to a minimum mmin ∼ ρLc needed for robustness.
Indeed, as the conductor cross section can be reduced, for an increasing voltage the insu-
lator sheath has to grow its own cross section, therefore the mass benefit is slightly less
consistent but still cannot be neglected. Minimum cable gauge is indicated as 20AWG.
As TCS mass has a direct relation with Pd, a mission-specific system-wide trade-off has
to be conducted in order to whether maintain constant Pd reducing cables mass, or to
maintain a constant cables mass to free TCS mass. In general the appropriate TCS
system has to be selected in order to benefit of the advantages.
Again as for the direct advantages case, a lower Pd implies lower SA mass, but this is
not achieved via D2HET implementation in this case.
Higher efficiencies also allow the shunt regulators, in a Direct energy Transfer (DET)
distribution technique, to dissipate less heat than the baseline case during off-state of
the payloads, and a mass benefit is therefore added.
If the thrusting power has to be delivered also during eclipses, a Battery System (BS)
has to be added to the PMAD and Battery Charge/Discharge Regulators (BC/DR) may
be needed in order to manage BS proper operation and life requirements.
For higher bus voltages, a trade-off has to be made in battery type and regulation device
choice, for example using a BCR as a dedicated Step-Down Converter.
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It has been shown that a raise in bus voltage leads to mass reductions in various aspects
of PMAD. Table 2.1 illustrates the masses of various systems at the base voltage of 28V
for a 10kW spacecraft carrying Li-Ion batteries, and the mass benefit per kW at higher
voltages without or with 300V D2HET.
Bus Voltage
28V 50V 120V 300V 300V D2HET
[kg] [%/kW] [%/kW] [%/kW] [%/kW]
SA 126.6 -1.8 -2.7 -3.2 -3.6
BS 17.6 -1.1 -3.6 -4.7 -4.7
PMAD Boxes 102.6 -1.8 -2.9 -3.3 -5.8
PMAD Cabling 24.5 -5.1 -7.2 -7.7 -7.7
TOT 271.3 -2.0 -3.2 -3.8 -4.9
Table 2.1: Mass benefits for growing bus voltages
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Figure 2.2: Trends in PMAD mass
As long as it has to be considered again that a minimum mass is needed anyway, as
Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1 show, the adoption of D2HET allows a 1.1% greater overall
mass benefit per kW, considering the PGS alone.
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Figure 2.3: A D2HET example, from Hoskins et al., 2003
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2.3 Alternative Solutions
High Voltage Bus is not always a feasible option, and since payloads different from EPS
may need lower voltages to operate properly, different Bus Voltage Regulation techniques
have been individuated in literature: Step-Down Converters, Dedicated Arrays, Tapped
Arrays and Reconfigurable Arrays.
An appropriate D2HET PMAD system design has to take in account different consider-
ations regarding the most suitable technique, that are essentially related to the thruster
duty cycle τ = tThtEOL , also considering the presence of superposition of thrusters and
payloads’ operation, and the thrust-dedicated power fraction pi =
PThpeak
PMAX
. High values
of τ , with superposition, and pi favour the adoption of Step-Down Converters (SDC) in
order to benefit of all direct and indirect advantages of D2HET.
Such a distribution makes array dedicated techniques unfavourable for D2HET. Lower
τ and pi favour instead the adoption of a payload HVB, for the presence of SDC would
transfer them the efficiency penalty resulting in no valuable benefit. It is then in gen-
eral more favourable adopting a HVB for this kind of missions, but Array dedicated
techniques have to be assessed.
Dedicated Arrays consist in physically separate SA with different voltage capability, sep-
arately connected to the EPS and to the payload bus.
In this case, again, considerations must be made over the relation between the available
power for SA and the operative power fractions, and the duty cycles.
Hoskins [7] discards this option for exploration missions moving far away from the Sun,
but it may be a feasible option for other missions. Resembling the former solution,
Tapped Arrays is achieved tapping the paralleled strings of a 300V SA at the desired
point, in relation to the requested bus voltage.
This solution would add a mass benefit due e.g. to the physical reduction of hardware
to connect a minor number of SA, but it still brings a burden in available bus power
for a constant current request. Reconfigurable Arrays are achieved via a form of cells
interconnection in different variable electrical patterns, in order to regulate the voltage
output of a SA to satisfy various payloads.
This solution, alone, is not feasible when superposition is present, and the mass of the
switches must be considered a penalty to be accounted for in trades.
On the other hand, Reconfigurable Arrays represent an advantage in flexibility of uti-
lization over Tapped and Dedicated arrays.
This technique can be considered for SK requirements or when different thrusting volt-
ages are required.
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2.4 D2HET Issues
As long as D2HET represents a breakthrough in EPS integration, along with all the
benefits some issues have to be assessed to be properly managed and solved.
2.4.1 Flexibility
In D2HET tests [5] [8] [9] [10], the HET has been reported to achieve stable operation
in the constant-V leg of SA V-I characteristic, while suffering voltage instabilities in the
constant-I leg as a result of voltage decrease.
Voltage regulation is essentially based on SA voltage and depends on its variable and
degrading performances over time, and this must be accounted for in a trajectory anal-
ysis as voltage variation affects thruster performance. This strict dependence marks a
substantial lack of flexibility of DDU compared to PPU. This burden could be solved
by the use of reconfigurable arrays, as anticipated in a previous section.
Anyway, the throttling of thruster parameters is achieved essentially in two ways.
One method is propellant mass flow rate variation, i.e. discharge current regulation,
since for a given power level and thruster physical size the current is directly linked to
the thrust, and for constant discharge voltage the specific impulse is essentially defined
after the ratio between thrust and mass flow rate.
This method has been used in various tests, and it has proven to be an efficient way
to utilize the HET as a Peak Power Tracker for the connected SA, and also control the
performance of thruster clusters [10].
Another method of throttling is to vary the magnetic field strength in order to vary
the magnetization and acceleration conditions, thus varying thruster’s impedance in
order to reposition it at a different operation point in V-I chart. This method can
only be applied when EMS is present in the DDU. A remarkable consequence of the
strict coupling between SA and thruster in D2HET is that a variation in the thruster
and SA operation point has consequences on the whole PMAD, and this implies that
thruster integration is an important issue to be assessed in each case to verify systems’
compatibility.
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2.4.2 Ignition
While PPU regulates the ignition voltage of a HET in a conventional architecture, in a
D2HET this is not the case, and substantial research has been done in the last years to
assess the problem and identify possible solutions.
During the start-up phase of the thruster, when the igniter operation has established the
discharge between the cathode and the anode, the first ions produced in the ionization
zone are accelerated through the channel and this causes a temporary fall in thruster
impedance. The impedance fall causes a spike in current request that translates into a
current surge for the SA up to tens of A, which can lead to severe failures affecting the
whole spacecraft PMAD.
The solution has been found [5] [9] in appropriate EMIF design in order to manage the
start-up transient.
2.4.3 Charging
As space plasmas characterize the space environment, the interaction with a charged
spacecraft is an issue that can lead to mission-ending failures.
Space plasma electric potential is commonly considered the reference level, and the
accumulation of charged particles on spacecraft surfaces lead to differences that can bring
electric arcs between components, that can disrupt electronics or undermine material
integrity.
For a spacecraft orbiting Earth, charging hazard comes at different heights and magnetic
latitudes depending on the characteristics of that environment. In Earth surroundings,
as height builds up, generally plasma density decreases and particle energies rise.
In a plasma quasi-neutrality is assumed by definition, but LEO orbital velocity of a
spacecraft is higher than ions thermal velocity and substantially lower than electrons’,
therefore a negative bias is expected, but the ram and wake effect can lead to differential
charging. At auroral latitudes, above 60 degrees, higher charging voltages are expected,
even at LEO altitudes.
In radiation belts the anomalies in electronics induced by relativistic electrons and ions
are more of concern than charging alone. By the way at geosynchronous heights, that lie
well inside the Outer Van Allen Belt, geomagnetic substorms, caused by the perturbation
induced by the downstream Earth’s magnetic field reconnection, produce plasma clouds
that produce currents when diving into the Earth’s magnetic field. Charging at this
altitudes is caused by the balance in currents between spacecraft and the surrounding
environment, taking ions, electrons, secondary and backscattering currents into account.
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Normally electrons have an eastward drift while ions go westward, therefore a positive
bias is generally expected but peak of charging is reached during the eclipse, when po-
tential can build up to several negative kV.
The interplanetary environment is dominated by the solar wind flux, mainly protons
and alpha particles (nuclei of He), and low positive charging is expected.
The use of 300V SA then poses a threat for the berth of trigger and sustained arcs
between cells of the array and between the array structure and other spacecraft’s struc-
tures. Sustained arcs are more dangerous than trigger arcs both because of their longer
duration, of the order of ms, and also because they are sustained by photovoltaic gener-
ated power [11]. The breakdown voltage between two surfaces in a plasma is defined by
the Paschen Law, as a function of the product between the distance of the charged sur-
faces and the pressure of the plasma filling the gap. The determination of space plasma
pressure around a spacecraft is difficult, and knowledge about breakdown voltage has to
be acquired via an integration of numerical simulations and experimental tests. Tests
conducted on ISS cells deduced a threshold level of approximately 32V [11]. The main
causes of uncertainty come from the interaction of the spacecraft with the thruster plume
and by outgassing.
Parasitic currents caused by electron collection are also of concern in high voltage SA
when dealing with dense plasmas, as the ones emitted in the HET plume. The inter-
action between plasma electrons and dielectrics leads to the so-called ’snap over’, i.e.
electron repulsion due to primary electron bombardment, which alter nearby conductors’
currents.
Calculations for a GEO mission [12] led to a parasitic current 4.6% of the total SA peak
power current, compared to 0.4% due to ambient plasma in LEO. As a consequence,
as a spacecraft is commonly grounded near to cathode potential [13], cathode current
has to be raised by the same magnitude of parasitic currents in order to maintain the
current balance and therefore the grounding potential close to ambient plasma’s. It is
suggested that in a D2HET, during the off state of the thruster, the cathode is used
in a plasma-contractor mode to maintain an appropriate grounding level. This solution
drives design penalties regarding extra propellant mass, aside of overall system’s mass
and complexity.
To ensure a proper SA grounding, in a D2HET the SA negative pole should be con-
nected to the cathode. Besides of this, the SA will stay mostly positive compared to
space plasma, and a potential variation drives an electron collection variation.
The investigated solutions for high voltage SA include, among various methods, string
arrangements in order to avoid potential differences of adjacent cells higher than the
threshold level, or coverglasses capable of covering multiple cells in order to reduce the
collecting area.

3 Reference Missions
As anticipated in Chapter 2, different missions show different τ and pi ratios and this
reflects on the benefits the implementation of D2HET can grant.
D2HET is a promising architecture capable of exploiting HET performances, with SA
voltages >300V, and greatly enhances available absolute payload mass when higher
power is used for thrust, independently of the value of pi.
With the benefits granted by D2HET it is also possible to reduce launch costs allowing
mass for more secondary payload, and this impact cannot be neglected.
Also, mass reduction could allow D2HET spacecraft to access secondary payload slots
in heavier launchers, or to share equal priority level, dramatically reducing the launch
costs.
A general assessment can be done regarding the propellant mass variation due to D2HET
implementation as, at the current price, as of Summer 2015, of pure Xe gas of 1200e/kg,
its reduction represents a relevant cost benefit.
In general as pi increases also τ does, but this is not always true as the effective thrusting
time depends on dedicated trajectory analysis and the thrust-to-weight ratio.
Recalling the fundamental Tsiolkovskij equation
∆v = g0Ispln
(
mi
mf
)
(3.1)
and assuming for initial and final masses
mi = mdry +mp
mf = mdry
equation 3.1 can be transformed into
mp = mdry
(
e
∆v
g0Isp − 1
)
(3.2)
The equations 3.1 and 3.2 allow a comparison between different propellant fractions,
thruster performance and mission ∆v.
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For given thruster, i.e. Isp, and ∆v a certain % reduction in dry spacecraft mass mdry
corresponds to the same % reduction in propellant mass mp.
On the other hand for given Isp and mp, the same mdry % reduction implies a ∆v rise,
the lower the baseline propellant mass fraction the lower the rise.
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Figure 3.1: ∆v rise with 90% (green) and 10% (red) baseline propellant fraction.
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3.1 GEO Telecommunications Satellites
There are at the moment more than 100 GEO Telecommunications Satellites (GEOcom-
sat) flying electric thrusters on Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) configuration for NSSK
purposes [14], and for this kind of missions a power level of the order of 25kW can be
taken as a reference in the near-term. For this kind of missions a fraction of total power
is delivered to the EPS to perform its task, lasting on the order of minutes every several
days compared to the multi-year mission duration. Still more firing time than chemical
thrusters, but anyway this resembles the case of low τ and pi treated in the previous
chapter, and then a payload HVB is desirable for GEOcomsats when using D2HET.
As usually multiple EPS modules are installed on such spacecraft, the use of D2HET
implies a great absolute mass benefit considering just the direct advantages.
Taking as an example the Ekspress-AM6 spacecraft, it uses 8 SPT-100V in 4 EPS mod-
ules for NS and EW SK tasks, 2 thrusters each for redundancy, and a total of 4 PPU is
assumed.
Spacecraft Bus ISS Reshetnev Ekspress-2000
Launch Year 2014
Launch Mass 3358kg
Payload launch Mass Fraction 32.76%
Operational Orbit GEO
Max Eclipse Time Te 72mins
EOL 15 (+2) yrs Guaranteed (Operational)
EPS 8 x SPT-100V 4 EPS modules, 2 SPT-100V each
BOL Xe Mass Fraction 9.41%
Tank Fraction 10.7%
BOL Power (GaAs) PSA 18kW Estimated
BOL Payload Power 77.8% PSA
SA degradation rate 0.8%/yr
Bus Voltage 100V Assumption
SA Area 88m2
τ 6.5% Assumption
pi (EOL) 7.5%
Table 3.1: Ekspress-AM6 Mission Characteristics
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3.1.1 Direct Benefits on DDU and TCS
Considering the characteristics of the thruster an estimate DDU mass advantage is
obtained from equation 2.2 as
m
(b)
DDU = 4(1.7× 1.35 + 1.6) = 15.58kg
Considering an efficiency shift from a baseline PPU 95% to DDU 99%, this means that
the dissipated power drops from 70W to 14W, and considering an average power-specific
mass for TCS at low powers of 44kg/kW the TCS mass benefit is obtained as
m
(b)
TCS = 4|0.014− 0.07|44 = 9.86kg
This assumption is conservative, because in a DDU the dissipated heat is more diffused
than in a PPU and the dedicated TCS system could be neglected provided that specific
analysis is conducted.
3.1.2 Solar Array Benefits
The migration to 300 V HVB brings indirect benefits that are evaluable fitting the data
shown in Figure 2.2, adapted to the Ekspress-AM6 power level.
Regarding the SA the saving is m
(s)
SA1 ' 16.1%.
D2HET permits a further increase of SA and boxes mass benefits, due to the removal of
Array Regulator Unit (ARU) that regulates the SA output to the Main Spacecraft Bus.
Therefore a final estimate is m
(s)
SA2 ' 19.3%.
To quantify an absolute value for the SA mass benefit, its mass has to be estimated
since no reliable data has been found.
Pday Pe Xe Xday I Id θ γ
14kW Pday 0.63 0.83 1367W/m
2 0.77 23.5 deg 48W/kg
Table 3.2: SA Estimation Data
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The total SA power at BOL has been estimated from [15], considering the reported BOL
power to payload of 14kW:
PSA =
(
PeTe
Xe
+
PdayTday
Xday
)
Tday
' 18kW
The knowledge of both PSA and the SA Area allows to estimate the cells efficiency, given
average design [15], shadowing, temperature and inherent degradation coefficients, and
the Solar Constant at 1 AU typical of GEO missions reduced by the worst case sun
angle.
ηcell =
1
(Id cos θ)
PSA
AreaI
' 25.4%
This obtained result is in accordance with 25% 3J-GaAs cells, and this reference value
will be adopted in further estimations.
This is not the case, but in case of higher efficiency e.g. 29%, to account for efficiency
rise compared to data fit source, which is 25%, a final consideration should have to be
done, that is a smaller benefit would have been reached due to lower baseline mass and
this reasoning would have lead to a final estimate of
m
(s)
SA ' m(s)SA2
ηref
ηcell
' 16.6%
Finally, the initial mass can be estimated and the result is obtainable via the relation
mSA =
PSA
γ
= 375kg
The obtained value represents the 12.3% of spacecraft dry mass, in line with general
systems mass fraction trends.
The absolute SA mass benefit due to HVB is m
(b)
SA ' 72.4kg.
As a comparison, the mass benefit in the SA due to the adoption of DDU alone, which
implies a 4% increase in efficiency, would allocate a mass benefit estimated as
m
(b−DDU)
SA = 4%
Pthr
Pday
m
(b)
SA ' 1.5kg.
This low value is 2% of m
(b)
SA and is a direct consequence of the low value of pi, and
permits to assess final direct benefits as m(s−Dir) ' 27kg.
Regarding shunt regulators, assuming a DET architecture, the mass benefit is estimated
as reported in [5], obtaining a final estimate that is m
(b)
sh = 9kg.
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3.1.3 Boxes and Cables Benefits
In a similar way as for SA mass benefit considerations, it is possible to calculate PMAD
boxes and cables mass savings, and they are respectivelym
(s)
box1 ' 12.6% andm(s)cab ' 30%.
D2HET permits further boxes mass benefits, due to the rearrangement of the PMAD
boxes.
Therefore, following the same procedure used for the SA, a final estimate is m
(s)
box '
22.3%.
No information is available for actual boxes and cables masses, then an estimate is
done considering they occupy respectively 1.5% and 2% of dry mass budget, therefore
mbox ' 48kg and mcab ' 67kg.
These values lead to the benefits m
(b)
box ' 10.7kg and m(b)cab ' 20.1kg.
3.1.4 Battery System Benefits
About the batteries and the related system no reliable data is available, and an esti-
mation can be done considering off-the-shelf state of art Li-Ion batteries that have to
supply the payload requested power to the spacecraft.
BOL Eclipse Power Pe 14kW
DOD 45% 1550 cycles
Enclosure Factor c 10%
Discharge Efficiency ηe 95%
Energy E 180Wh
Capacity C 50Ah
Energy Density  165Wh/kg SAFT
Individual Cell Mass m 1.11kg
Mean Discharge Voltage V 3.6V
Table 3.3: Battery assumptions and SAFT VES180 cell data
Assuming that Pe has to be delivered to the spacecraft during eclipse, using these data
a first approximation estimate has been performed as follows.
mBS = (1 + c)
PeTe
DOD
1
ηe
1

' 262kg
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For the given data, the number of cells would not be an integer as it should, because
Nc =
mBS
(1 + c)

E
' 218.3
and this first result for mBS has to be optimized.
The optimization, along with an evaluation of the assumptions, can be done from the
following formula for the number of paralleled battery packs [16], noting that for a 100V
bus the number of cells in series in a battery pack is Ncser100V = 28
Nbpar100V =
PeTe
Cbηe(Ncser100V − 1)V DOD ' 8.31⇒ Nbpar100V = 9 (3.3)
The combination means a total of 252 cells, therefore the new mass estimate ismBS100V '
307.7kg.
The migration to a 300V HVB means Ncser300V = 84 and Nbpar300V = 3 according to
the above equation. As it is expected this means a total of 252 cells for the same mass,
but with a different arrangement.
Noting discretization of cell unit implies for this case that an increase in ηe gives no
benefit compared to baseline model, and then no further scaling is needed, again from
data interpolation as for the previous systems, scaling the power level it is possible to
assess the mass benefit of a HVB for the BS as
m
(b)
BS1 ' 34% ' 104.6kg.
As a comparison, considering for the same Li-Ion cells a case in which PSA/4 has to be
delivered to the spacecraft, this leads for the 100V baseline bus to Nbpar100V = 3 for a
total of 84 cells and a mass mBS100V ' 103kg.
The migration to 300V bus allows a reduction of paralleled batteries to Nbpar300V = 1
for a total of again 84 cells, and no pure cell mass change. But as for the other case,
rising the voltage brings a benefit, and at this power level it is m
(b)
BS ' 11% that means
m
(s)
BS ' 11.3kg.
100V 300V
NSeries 28 84
NParallel 9 3
Table 3.4: Battery Arrangement
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3.1.5 Assessment of Benefits
At a first glance D2HET grants major indirect benefits, with major BS and SA savings,
and minor direct benefits cannot be neglected anyway.
It is to be remarked that this result represents a preliminary analysis conducted on the
basis of available information, and assumptions have been made to replace insufficient
data.
Direct Benefits kg Indirect Benefits 14kW kg Indirect Benefits 4.5kW kg
m
(b)
DDU 15.6 m
(b)
sh 9 = =
57.8% 4.1% 7.3%
m
(b)
TCS 9.9 m
(b)
box 12.6 = =
36.7% 5.8% 10%
m
(b−DDU)
SA 1.5 m
(b)
cab 20.1 = =
5.5% 9.2% 16%
m
(b)
SA 72.4 = =
33.1% 57.7%
m
(b)
BS 104.6 m
(b)
BS 11.3
47.8% 9%
m(b−Dir) 27 m(b−Ind) 218.7 m(b−Ind) 125.4
Table 3.5: Benefits Assessment
τ 6.5% pi 7.5%
14kW kg 4.5kW kg
m(b−Dir) 27 = = Direct Mass Benefit
m(s−Dir) 0.88% = = % Direcct MB over Dry Mass
m(b−Ind) 218.7 m(b−Ind) 125.4 Indirect Mass Benefit
m(s−Ind) 7.18% m(s−Ind) 4.12% % Indirect MB over Dry Mass
m(b) 245.7 m(b) 152.4 Total Mass Benefit
m(s) 8.06% m(s) 5% % Total MB over Dry Mass
Table 3.6: Final Assessment for Ekspress-AM6 D2HET
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3.2 SEP Transportation
Due to the maturity of electric propulsion systems, in the recent years the commercial
appeal for SEP Transportation missions has increased because of the promising benefits
for e.g. GEOcom or Positioning Constellation missions.
From the EPS standpoint, a SEP Transportation mission exhibits higher τ and pi com-
pared to GEOcom missions.
The Electric Orbit Rising (EOR) is a typical transportation mission carried out by elec-
tric thrusters, and as the name suggests it consists in the variation of a spacecraft orbit
from a lower e.g. LEO to a higher e.g. MEO or GEO.
EOR has been performed for the first time during the initial phase of AEHF-1 Mission
in 2010, when the Liquid Apogee Engine failed to ignite and the mission was recovered
by an initial perigee altitude rise to 4500 km performed by RCS thrusters, followed by
the firing of the on board BPT-4000 that were initially intended for partial EOR starting
at 19000 km perigee altitude, and then for SK purposes.
The nature of electric propulsion at actual power levels is low-thrust, therefore long fir-
ing times, e.g. about 9 months for the off- design case of AEHF-1, have to be performed
and this introduces concerns about degradation, thrusters life and costs.
Degradation concerns are about the systems that have to spend an amount of time inside
the radiation belts, which is related to the radiation shielding mass of the spacecraft and
to the system reliability in general.
In economical terms, the smaller the transit time the smaller the losses, and the smaller
the launched mass the cheaper the launch, or more payload and then more revenue for
an unchanged launch cost.
To quantify the benefit, as a figure of merit the ratio between losses in transit time and
the profit in mass availability can be used.
The Differential Mass Rate to Orbit [7] [17] allows an evaluation of the mentioned pa-
rameters as a function of launcher and electric thruster performances.
For qualitative considerations, it has been shown that
∆M
∆t
=
TL
2g0IspL
− TE
g0IspE
∆M
∆r
=
∆t
∆r
(
TL
2g0IspL
− TE
g0IspE
)
I∗spE = 4IspL
where r is the orbit radius, considering initial and final circular orbits, and I∗spE repre-
sents the optimum electric thruster specific impulse based on [7] [17].
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In relation to the launcher choice, the mission has to be planned in order to satisfy
thruster life requirements, selecting an adequate EPS power level to limit the transit
time and exploit the mass benefits.
In this perspective the adoption of D2HET for EOR, if also brings design costs for new
platforms and time for qualification, on the long run allows cost benefits as it permits
mass savings on a spacecraft of a defined power level without any transit time length-
ening, and this also reflects a saving in ground segment costs.
For a quantitative estimation of D2HET application to an EOR mission, the analysis
done in [18] about a proposed VEGA 5th stage SEP Transfer Module can be extended.
As reported on the document, no Battery System is provided to the module assuming
that thrust only occurs during insolation periods.
Propellant mass fraction estimate is based on the assumption that Composite Over-
wrapped Pressure Vessels (COPV) technology will be available by the time such a mis-
sion will be designed.
Launch Mass 431kg
SA Mass 67kg
TCS Mass 8.5kg Assumed 17kg/kW LHP
PPU Mass 50kg Assumed 95% efficiency
Mission LEO to MEO
Starting Orbit 1500 km circular, 5.2 deg
Final Orbit MEO
EOL 156 dd
EPS 2× HT-5k
BOL Xe Mass Fraction 22.3% Estimated
Tank Fraction 4% Assumption, COPV
BOL Power to SPT (GaAs) 10kW
Bus Voltage 100V Assumption
τ 85.2%
pi ≥ 98% Assumption
Table 3.7: VEGA Proposed 5th Stage, SEP-TM, from Misuri et al., 2013
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Proceeding in the same way as for the Ekspress-AM6 case, therefore assuming a shift
towards a HVB, an assessment of the benefits due to D2HET is given in the next table.
Given a value of pi so high, the eventual presence of a step-down converter for a lower
voltage secondary bus introduces minor losses to the model, and in this analysis it has
been neglected.
Direct Benefits kg Indirect Benefits kg
m
(b)
DDU 20.2 m
(b)
sh 5
71% 38.9%
m
(b)
TCS 6.8 m
(b)
box 0.38
22.9% 2.6%
m
(b−DDU)
SA 2.63 m
(b)
cab 1.44
6.1% 11.2%
m
(b)
SA 6.03
46.9%
m(b−Dir) 29.63 m(b−Ind) 12.85
Table 3.8: VEGA SEP-TM Benefits Assessment
τ 85.2%
pi > 98%
kg
m(b−Dir) 29.63 Direct Mass Benefit
m(s−Dir) 8.84% % Direct MB over Dry Mass
m(b−Ind) 12.85 Indirect Mass Benefit
m(s−Ind) 3.83% % Indirect MB over Total
m(b) 42.48 Total Mass Benefit
m(s) 12.67% % Total MB over Dry Mass
Table 3.9: Final Assessment for VEGA SEP-TM D2HET
This final assessment shows that the D2HET mass benefit on a VEGA SEP-TM trans-
lates to an increase of LEO-MEO capability that, considering a 450 kg payload, trans-
lates into a 4.82% increase. This benefit can be exploited between two extremes.
Provided the benefit in mass is fully reintegrated with additional payload in order to
reach launcher capability, in this case the transit time is constant compared to the base-
line mission.
Given a 32Me baseline VEGA serviced launch cost with, a specific price of 36.3k e/ kg
for the reference mission, the corresponding revenue would be of 1.5Me per launch.
For a non-serviced launch, the cost of the rocket alone, the launch cost will be 25Me
per launch in the near term, then 28.4k e/kg for a total revenue of 1.2Me.
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Considering a non serviced launch at the predicted regime launch cost in the mid-term,
i.e. 22Me, the specific price would be 25k e/kg with a total revenue of 1Me per launch.
If on the other hand no mass is added and the mass benefit is not fulfilled by additional
payload, the rise in thrust-to-weight ratio grants shorter transit times, and the revenue
is shifted to the ground segment.
The optimum for every kind of mission resides in a trade-off between the two choices,
extremes comprised, and an extended analysis should be carried on as propellant mass
is also affected by thrust-to-weight ratio for a reference ∆v.
Again, the assumptions made are based on data presented in [18], and more accurate
analysis is needed to assess a more reliable benefit estimation.
Comparing this SEP case to the GEOcomsat Mission it can be noted that the raise in
pi and τ values corresponds to a raise in m(s), and that the balance between direct and
indirect advantages swaps in favour of m(s−Dir).
An hybrid case is the implementation of a EOR EPS module on-board main payload
spacecraft, or on the existing upper stage, rather than adding a stage to the launcher.
This would allow larger margins in launcher capability for the same reference mission,
and would favour the development of dedicated modular standard platforms for com-
mercial spacecraft in order to reduce EPS integration efforts.
SEP capability of AVUM upper stage is an attractive alternative and deserves dedicated
study as introduces more launcher flexibility with accessible design modifications, while
retaining the need for development and qualification of dedicated modular platforms for
commercial spacecraft.
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3.3 Exploration Missions
Considering τ and pi, SEP scientific Deep Space (DS) missions are placed between the
extremes of GEOcomsat and SEP Transportation missions.
In general this kind of missions exhibited lower pi than SEP Transportation missions,
and D2HET full exploitation is achieved by step-down converters for the payload bus.
In presence of a payload BS, as anticipated, a strategy for the implementation of such
DDCU in the D2HET PMAD could be achieved using them as BCR first.
Anyway in this case the mass penalty of secondary bus DDCU over the total D2HET
benefit has to be accounted.
In a chronological order, the only SEP DS missions so far are Deep Space 1 launched in
1998, SMART-1 and Hayabusa launched in 2003, the 2007 Dawn which mission is still
being performed [19].
Among these missions only SMART-1 were carrying HET, a SNECMA PPS-1350 pre-
cisely, and an extensive analysis on D2HET implementation benefits on this spacecraft
has already been conducted in a previous work [5].
Quantification of τ depends on mission thrusting strategy, but DS-1 mission τ ' 58%
[19] can be assumed as an average value, while for pi the same assumption cannot be
done because it depends strictly on specific mission design.
One of the major issues for a SEP DS is the change in V-I characteristic of the SA due
to degradation and to the variation in distance from the Sun.
In general for a SEP mission three trajectory optimization techniques, that translates
in three different throttling strategies, are proposed as illustrated by Figure 3.2 [20]
At this point it is worth recalling the basic performance relation for ideal electrostatic
thrusters, that is
ηT =
Tve
2P
=
T 2
2m˙P
=
T
P
√
eVD
2Mion
(3.4)
A constant-V strategy implies fixed Isp with a decreasing thrust over time. In this
approach, if also on the trajectory optimization side an independent variable can be
removed from computation, the need of PMAD voltage regulation arises while not taking
advantage of BOL overpower.
Peak Power Tracking (PPT) instead allows to use higher Isp and the maximum available
thrust, which turns in shorter transit times, while needing dedicated regulation devices
in conventional SEP architectures.
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Constant-I strategy instead is achieved fixing the propellant mass flow rate, and also
if it represents an attractive alternative from the practical point of view, it means the
variation of available power and voltage over time, with consequences on trajectory
analysis and system mass.
Concerning the application of D2HET to SEP , it has been shown that it performs well
on the constant-V leg of the SA characteristic curve, while suffering instabilities on the
constant-I leg, and PPT is achievable via mass flow rate control, and tests show that
this result could be extended also to clusters [10].
Hoskins [7] showed that HET are competitive over baseline GIT at low total mission
∆v, and this is mainly due to the higher specific impulse exhibited by GIT.
Anyway, D2HET enhances the competitivity region, as in general a rise in bus voltage
does [7].
Accurate mission analysis has to be conducted to assess the benefits of D2HET in any
case.
Figure 3.2: SEP Throttling Strategies, from Hoffman et al., 2011.
All the issues regarding EOR missions also apply to DS missions, since in recent Design
Reference Missions (DRM) towards e.g. Near Earth Asteroids, Sun-Earth L2 point,
Mars, SEP TM are the core in escape-capture mission stages [21] [22] [6] [23].
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3.3.1 Human Exploration Missions
In the frame of extending human access to Solar System, an effort is conducted in these
years towards the design of 300kW SEP modules, and in the brief-term, before 2020, the
objective is to launch a 30kW Technology Demonstration Mission (TDM) in a stepped
approach that should allow the DRM to be deployed before 2040 [4].
Aside from D2HET qualification, the major challenges for this to happen in the identified
timeframe are the developing of lighter and more performing PV panels, a path already
taken [24], the need for a boost in PV cells annual production capability, the propellant
acquisition strategy and of course reliability concerns of a human mission.
Time is also needed for lifetime testing of new thrusters, as an average HET recorded
life is approximately 27000 hours [25].
The modules intended for TDM already foresee D2HET [26], paving the way for D2HET
qualification and its application at a broader level in the mid-term.
Figure 3.3: Building blocks approach towards 300kW SEP module, from Manzella
and Hack, 2014
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Figure 3.4: A 2011 NASA Human Exploration Framework Team 300kw SEP module
concept, from Manzella and Hack, 2014
4 Experiment Design
In the former chapters D2HET has been reviewed from a theoretic point of view, and
its principal applications have been described.
An experimental campaign to assess the behaviour of this architecture on a low power
HET has already been successfully taken at Sitael [5].
In order to assess the scalability of D2HET to a higher power level, which could enable
the scenarios described at the end of Chapter 3 and enforce the analysis conducted in
[18], the natural evolution of the investigations is an experimental campaign with a 5
kW class thruster.
The difference with the precedent experience will be that the architecture will be tested
for the thruster’s working regimes of high thrust and high Isp.
Using the knowledge acquired in former experimental campaigns described by [8] [7] [9]
[10] [5] it is possible to assess, in a broad way at this stage, a preliminary setup required
for the experiment.
The components needed in order to perform the task have been identified in:
• a 5 kW thruster;
• a vacuum chamber;
• a photovoltaic array;
• a filter;
• a power supply.
The main questions at this stage are:
• How does the experiment scale when rising the power up to the required level?
• How does the experiment change when the system is asked to perform at different
regimes?
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4.1 Thruster
The selected thruster is the Sitael HT-5k, a Morozov-type Hall Effect Thruster with
magnetic coils, BN and SiO2 ceramic discharge chamber walls.
While research and development of a 25 kW HET is on its way, this thruster represents
the flagship of Sitael’s HETs.
Its main characteristics are reported in next Table 4.1
Power 3 to 7 kW
Thrust 0.15 to 0.35 N
Isp 1700 to 2800 s
Efficiency <60 %
Propellant 99.996 % Xe
alt. Kr
Mass 12.2 kg
(w/o interfaces)
Envelope ∅ 211x100 mm
(w/o cathode)
Table 4.1: HT-5K main characteristics
Figure 4.1: A firing HT-5k inside Sitael’s IV10 facility
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4.2 Laboratory Equipment
As long as filter and PV Array design will be treated in next chapters, in the next para-
graphs an overlook on the laboratory equipment needed for the experiment is reported.
4.2.1 Vacuum Chamber
The vacuum chamber should have characteristics comparable to Sitael’s IV-10, in order
to withstand the power levels needed for the experiment, as it has already been used for
HT-5k testing.
IV10 vacuum chamber is Sitael’s flagship facility as it is the largest with the best per-
formances in Europe.
Inner Free Diameter 5.4 m
Length of Cylindrical Section 6 m
Free Beam Expansion Length 6.9 m
Internal Free Volume 160 m3
µr <1.06
Ultimate Vacuum <3E-9 mbar
Pumpdown Time <48 h
Leakage Factor <1E-09 mbar∆ls
Table 4.2: IV10 main characteristics
The fully cryogenic pumping system can reach rates as high as >3E05 l/s on Xe, and
the ultimate vacuum is reached through a 4-stages pumping system consisting of one
screw and one roots pumps, 2 turbomolecular and 2 scroll pumps, 2 cryogenic pumps
and a set of 5 cold plates for the ultimate stage.
The facility is equipped with the necessary diagnostic equipment to perform a variety
of analyses on the beam and the more than 100 flanges allow for a wide customization
of the test connecting auxiliary components.
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4.2.2 Power Supply
At least an adequate laboratory power supply is needed in order to test the filter-thruster
coupling at the working regimes.
During the experiment, the power to igniter, keeper, electromagnets and FCU should
be furnished by this supply.
The preliminary test phase is crucial to assess the behaviour of the filter and it is a
go-no-go step in the process to the fulfilment of experiment objectives.
In the D2HET phase, an alternative to the use of an external laboratory supply could
be the use of the dedicated Sitael HT-5k PPU.
The use of a thruster-fitted PPU such Sitael’s, modified for a D2HET e.g. disconnecting
AS and EMIF, would then lead to a system-wide D2HET test near to a real flight
configuration. In contrast to this advantage, additional tests would be needed in order
to qualify the new DDU for the experiment.
4.2.3 Other Equipment
A pyranometer to measure insolation level, a thermocouple to monitor the temperature
of PV modules, an oscilloscope and all the needed safety components complete the setup.
The same LP PYRA 02 pyranometer, Tektronix DP4104 oscilloscope used in [5] would
do also for this experiment.
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4.3 Experiment Timeline
A preliminary and approximate experimental time schedule is here proposed in Table
4.3, referring the timeline to the start of first D2HET ignition attempt.
It is assumed in this timeline that the PV array is already fully operational.
Start T= Operation End T=
∼ - 15 d Meteo Monitoring Window 0
- 120 h Thruster Allocation Window - 72 h
- 72 h Pumpdown - 24 h
-24 h Filter Test Window - 4 h
0 D2HET Test - High Thrust + 1 h
∼ + 24 h D2HET Test - High Isp ∼ + 25 h
Table 4.3: Experimental schedule
The experiment is thought to be taken during the peak insolation period of the selected
day and it is hypothesized to start 30 minutes before the predicted maximum, lasting 1
hour.
Additional tests can be taken during different periods of the day in order to simulate, in
a greatly accelerated way, the behaviour of D2HET for spacecraft diving into or going
out of the Solar System, as it has already be done by [9].
A meteorological monitoring is needed in order to assess a clear-sky time window of at
least three days in a stripe, starting at least 15 days before the intended day of the
experiment.
The experiment is intended to be executed during the first and/or second day, using the
third day as a backup in case of unpredictable meteorological events.
Once the time window has been detected, the operations should flow as described next.
The thruster is allocated into the vacuum facility and the needed laboratory setup is
done in order to prepare for the filter test.
As soon as it is all set, the pumpdown sequence should start 72 hours before the intended
first D2HET ignition attempt time.
The filter test should start as soon as the vacuum chamber reaches the operational sta-
tus, a thing that should happen 24 hours before the test day, leaving the time to evaluate
the results and eventually declare the test successful.
If the filter test is successful the setup is ready for the D2HET test, and if the me-
teorological conditions allow the PV plant to supply the required power the ignition
procedure for the first test starts.

5 Photovoltaic Array
In order to assess photovoltaic plant performance a Matlab R© code has been developed,
using the information from [27] and modifying the code used by [5] to estimate the global
irradiance level Gav in different periods of day and year, implementing the method used
by [28] to obtain a reliable value for the I-V characteristic curves of the photovoltaic
models and, by extrapolation, of the entire plant.
The governing equations of the model are shown next:
Isc = Isc,0
G
Gref
fI [1 + βIsc(T − Tref )] (5.1)
Voc = Voc,0fV [1 + βV oc(T − Tref )] (5.2)
Imp = Imp,0
G
Gref
fI [1 + βImp(T − Tref )] (5.3)
Vmp = Vmp,0fV [1 + βV mp(T − Tref )] (5.4)
IL ' Isc (5.5)
I = IL − I0
(
e
qV+IRs
nkT − 1
)
− qV + IRs
Rsh
(5.6)
I0 =
Isc
e(
qVoc
nkT ) − 1
(5.7)
Using the information both from several commercially available photovoltaic modules
and from [29], an estimation has been done to assess Voc dependence on G.
Equation 5.2 has then been modified as follows.
υ = 1 +
ln
(
G
Gref
)
15
(5.8)
Voc = Voc,0υfV {1 + βV oc(T − Tref )} (5.9)
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5.1 Model Constraints and Output
BenQ 250Wp Polycrystalline GreenTriplex PM060P00 modules have been taken as a
reference for the analysis. main characteristics of the module are reported in next table
Voc,0 37.4 V
βV oc -0.3 %
Isc,0 8.69 A
βIsc 0.07 %
Pmax 250 W
Vmp,0 30.7 V
Imp,0 8.17 A
Table 5.1: STC PM060P00 characteristics
Figure 5.1: Code flowchart
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In Figure5.2 the model output V-I Characteristic in standard test condition (STC) is
reported, with producer Isc, Voc and Maximum Power Point (MPP) highlighted along
the curve.
Figure 5.2: GreenTriplex PM060P00 V-I characteristic as model output
The model output error in determination of MPP is around 0.82% in voltage and 0.76%
in current. In Figure 5.3 the V-Power plot is reported, with relevant points highlighted.
Figure 5.3: GreenTriplex PM060P00 V-Power characteristic as model output
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5.2 Ospedaletto Site
The photovoltaic plant is thought to be located at Sitael Facility in Ospedaletto (PI),
Italy, coordinates 43.68◦N 10.43◦E.
Modules orientation is fixed to 30◦ inclination with the horizontal plane as reference, a
common value used in practice at the site’s latitude, and 0◦ azimuth.
5.2.1 Clear Sky Model for Global Irradiance Gav
The output of the model in terms of operative irradiation Goper over an entire year for
the specified location and azimuth is shown in Figure5.4, versus inclination.
Figure 5.4: Optimal inclination is highlighted
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In the model, clear sky indexes (kc) for average realistic irradiance attenuation are
computed after data on measured average irradiance available on European Commission
Joint Research Center Photovoltaic Geographical Information System online evaluation
tools.
The kc data have been sampled to obtain a polynomial interpolation approximated by
the curve in Figure 5.5
Figure 5.5: Interpolated kc values over the year
Considering the tendency of [27] to underestimate Gav up to 10%, the clear sky model
results conservative for clear sky conditions, but kc is needed for accurate predictions in
average days.
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A temperature variation profile over the year has been added to the model for the
selected location, as reported in Figure 5.6
Figure 5.6: Cell temperature over the year
The experiment has to be conducted at a power level of 5000 W.
The nominal minimum requested voltages are 300V for high thrust regime and 450V for
high Isp regime.
Performance surfaces are produced considering the experiment conduced during peak
insolation time in the relevant day.
Line losses are included in the model, and as the common practice in solar plant design
is to allow a power loss lower than 2%, considering 60m total cables length the selected
gauge is 10mm2.
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5.3 Configuration Identification
The identification of operative configurations has been carried out considering the geo-
graphical and topological constraints, along with imposing that maximum power voltage
of the configuration, VmP , is in each mode the nominal requested voltage, ensuring then
a higher operational voltage at the requested power level for optimum insolation periods
when the plant is overdimensioned.
An analysis has been conducted in order to assess the minimum requirements in terms
of number of modules along the year, to assess a baseline cost of the plant, as it is shown
in Figure5.7, considering clear sky conditions as computed from the model and NOCT
(46◦C) in all periods of year.
Figure 5.7: Minimum modules requirements
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In order to minimize the number of needed modules, as a consequence of the analysis
summarized by Figure5.7 two dates has been chosen for the optimization at a first glance,
June 21st (day 172 from the start of the year) for Estate configuration and September
23rd (day 266 from the start of the year) for Equinozi configuration respectively. As it
can be expected, as highlighted in the graph, Equinozi configuration applies also to the
period of the Spring equinox (day 80).
As summarized by Table5.2 there is a slight variation between the minimum number of
required modules, but this has consequences in operative terms as it will be explained
in next section.
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total
Estate 300V 3 11 33
450V 2 16 32
Equinozi 300V 3 11 33
450V 2 17 34
Table 5.2: Configurations’ Patterns, Np paralleled modules vs Ns blocks in series
Figure 5.8: Electrical schematic for proposed configurations in one solution
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5.4 Results
First, configurations performance in the two different modes has been analysed for a
year in design conditions, e.g. modelled clear sky. Then average irradiance conditions
have been applied, and finally temperature variation over the year has been added.
5.4.1 Estate
For the Estate configuration the results are reported in next figures, starting from V-I
characteristics in the computation order. The white dots on the final plots represent the
thruster operational point in the array characteristic surface during the experiment at
the required power, or the maximum array power in periods with less insolation, with
an uncertainty of ∓ 10 W.
Figure 5.9: Clear sky 300V mode V-I performance
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Figure 5.10: Average kc 300V mode V-I performance
Figure 5.11: Average kc and temperature profile 300V mode V-I performance
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Figure 5.12: Clear sky profile 450V mode V-I performance
Figure 5.13: Average kc profile 450V mode V-I performance
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Figure 5.14: Average kc and temperature profile 450V mode V-I performance
Figure 5.15: Electrical schematic for configuration Estate
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The variation in V-I characteristic translates into the power performance of the array.
Here the performances in average temperature profile and kc are reported.
Figure 5.16: Average kc and temperature profile 300V mode V-Power performance
Figure 5.17: Average kc and temperature profile 450V mode V-Power performance
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5.4.2 Equinozi
In a similar way compared to previous configuration, kc and temperature profile V-I and
V-Power surfaces are reported for this configuration in 450V mode, since for 300V mode
the pattern is identical.
Figure 5.18: Average kc and temperature profile 300V mode V-Power performance
Figure 5.19: Average kc and temperature profile 450V mode V-Power performance
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Figure 5.20: Electrical schematic for configuration Equinozi
As a comparison between the schematics proposed in Figures 5.8 5.15 and 5.20 can be
made in terms of the number of switches needed for mode variations.
Configuration Number of switches
Both 46
Estate 40
Equinozi 42
Table 5.3: Configurations’ Switches Number
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5.4.3 Estate Torrida
An average kc and temperature profile modelled native array has been also analysed and
the pattern for the relevant modes is shown in Table5.4. it has been optimized for the
summer solstice for a direct confrontation with Estate configuration.
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total
Estate Torrida 300V 3 12 36
450V 2 17 34
Table 5.4: Estate Torrida Patterns
A possible electrical schematization is represented in Figure5.21.
Figure 5.21: Electrical schematic for configuration Estate Torrida
Configuration Number of switches
Estate Torrida 42
Table 5.5: Switches Number for Estate Torrida
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Figure 5.22: Average kc and temperature profile 300V mode V-Power performance
Figure 5.23: Average kc and temperature profile 450V mode V-Power performance
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5.4.4 Other Configurations
For a comparison with the aforementioned configurations, other design conditions have
been analysed and the patterns for the relevant modes are shown in Table5.6.
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total Native Native Date
kc,T Clear Sky
Inverno Gelido 300V 6 11 66 x 12/21
450V 4 16 64
Inverno 300V 4 11 44 x 12/21
450V 3 17 51
Equinozi Freddi 300V 3 12 36 x 9/23
450V 2 17 34
Table 5.6: Other configurations patterns
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5.4.5 Scaling of the Plant to 10kW
Considering scaling the experiment up to 10kW at the same potentials, in clear sky
design conditions the ratio between the minimum number of needed modules for the
two modes is represented in Figure5.24.
Figure 5.24: Minimum required modules ratio
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5.4.6 Ospedaletto Final Assessment
Table 5.7 gives a direct comparison among the identified configurations from a modules
number point of view.
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total
Estate A1 (300V) 3 11 33
A2 (450V) 2 16 32
Estate B1 (300V) 3 12 36
Torrida B2 (450V) 2 17 34
Equinozi C1 (300V) 3 11 33
C2 (450V) 2 17 34
Equinozi Freddi D1 (300V) 3 12 36
D2 (450V) 2 17 34
Inverno E1 (300V) 4 11 44
E2 (450V) 3 17 51
Inverno Gelido F1 (300V) 6 11 66
F2 (450V) 4 16 64
Table 5.7: Final configurations’ patterns comparison
Figure 5.25: Operative voltage during the year for the various configurations
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Together with the number of modules, it has also to be considered the duration of
the period of the year that allows the power needed for the experiment, and a direct
comparison is shown in Figure5.25
The complexity of the electrical schemes has been analysed for the first 3 configurations
and it is quantified in Table5.8.
Configuration Number of switches
A+C 46
Estate (A) 40
Equinozi (C) 42
Estate Torrida 42
Table 5.8: Final configurations’ switches number comparison
Analysing the modelled performances of the various configurations, together with the
number of elements needed and complexity of electrical scheme, the choice could be
conducted between Equinozi and Estate Torrida configurations, which can ensure a
good compromise in terms of time of available power during the year.
Furthermore, it has been shown that for a clear sky design, scaling to higher powers does
not always imply the same scaling in minimum required modules number, depending on
the time of the year the array is optimized for.
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5.5 Mola di Bari
An alternative to Ospedaletto plant is represented by Mola di Bari site, coordinates
41.06◦N 17.06◦E.
Orientation is kept 0◦ azimuth but an inclination of 25◦ has been imposed. As in the
previous case, an estimate of irradiation during the year for varying inclination angles
has been done, as shown in Figure5.26
Figure 5.26: Optimal inclination is highlighted
Proceeding in the same way as for Ospedaletto site, Table5.9 gives a direct comparison
among the identified optimal configurations for MoladiBari site from a modules number
point of view. It has to be noted that in first approximation a temperature rise of 5◦C
has been imposed to previous temperature variation model, taking it into account for
an average warmer location.
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Table5.9 shows a minor number of modules is needed for coldest seasons.
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total
Estate A1 (300V) 3 11 33
A2 (450V) 2 16 32
Estate Torrida B1 (300V) 3 12 36
B2 (450V) 2 17 34
Equinozi C1 (300V) 3 11 33
C2 (450V) 2 17 34
Equinozi Freddi D1 (300V) 4 12 48
D2 (450V) 2 17 34
Inverno E1 (300V) 4 11 44
E2 (450V) 3 17 51
Inverno Gelido F1 (300V) 4 11 44
F2 (450V) 3 16 48
Table 5.9: Final configurations’ patterns comparison
Figure 5.27: Operative voltage during the year for the various configurations
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As for the Ospedaletto case, a comparison between the configurations for an estimate
of the duration of optimal period in the year has been done, as shown in Figure5.27.
Optimal configuration in terms of duration of optimal period during the year can be
found between Equinozi Freddi and Inverno Gelido.
5.6 Averaged Temperature Profile
An attempt has been done in order to assess a better ambient temperature profile change
at operation point during the year, as reported in Figure5.28.
Figure 5.28: Average Ambient Temperature Change Profile (Mola di Bari)
The modified temperature change profile reflects on optimum periods in the year as
shown by Figure5.30.
As a consequence, an hybrid configuration between Equinozi and Estate may represent
the optimum solution for the experiment to be conducted for a broad period in the year,
at least at or near to array BOL, using a reasonable number of PV modules.
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Ospedaletto
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total
Estate A1 (300V) 3 11 33
A2 (450V) 2 16 32
Estate Torrida B1 (300V) 3 11 33
B2 (450V) 2 16 32
Equinozi C1 (300V) 3 11 33
C2 (450V) 2 17 34
Equinozi Freddi D1 (300V) 4 11 44
D2 (450V) 3 17 51
Inverno E1 (300V) 5 11 55
E2 (450V) 3 17 51
Inverno Gelido F1 (300V) 8 12 96
F2 (450V) 6 17 102
Table 5.10: Final configurations’ patterns comparison
Figure 5.29: Operative voltage during the year for the various configurations
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Mola di Bari
Configuration Mode Np Ns Total
Estate A1 (300V) 3 11 33
A2 (450V) 2 16 32
Estate Torrida B1 (300V) 3 11 33
B2 (450V) 2 16 32
Equinozi C1 (300V) 3 11 33
C2 (450V) 2 17 34
Equinozi Freddi D1 (300V) 3 11 33
D2 (450V) 2 16 32
Inverno E1 (300V) 4 11 44
E2 (450V) 3 17 51
Inverno Gelido F1 (300V) 4 11 44
F2 (450V) 3 17 51
Table 5.11: Final configurations’ patterns comparison
Figure 5.30: Operative voltage during the year for the various configurations
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5.7 Reconfigurable Array Implementation
Following the information obtained with the model, a photovoltaic plant has been de-
fined.
The chosen pattern is a reconfigurable array between the A and B configurations reported
by Table 5.7.
This choice allows flexibility in the summer range for Ospedaletto site and in turn offers
extended capability to Mola di Bari site in the C and D configurations reported by Table
5.11.
Considering the high reliability of solar modules, it has been possible to simplify the
electrical schematic to obtain such a double configuration, which is simpler than the one
shown in Figure 5.8.
To compare the two schematics, the new configuration shown in Figure 5.31 only needs
22 switches compared to the 46 needed to implement Figure 5.8 pattern.
Figure 5.31: Reconfigurable array electrical schematic
Having a reconfigurable array implies at this point a choice, whether make the configu-
ration change during thruster operation or not.
This decision has an impact on the choice of components needed to activate the switches.
As this experiment will represent a first-time for HT-5k in D2HET, it has been decided
that the configuration change will have to take place when the thruster is not operating.
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In order to activate the switches, a minor number of contactors is needed, but they
have to withstand the high voltage and current level required at the different working
regimes.
Current and voltage ratings have been then set to 30 A and 600 V.
The implemented solution comprises 5 contactors in total as shown in Figure 5.32, with
different poles-throws configurations which allow the desired versatility.
Figure 5.32: Reconfigurable array electrical schematic with contactors
The contactors have to be externally fed and, although for the selected components a
24VDC supply is needed which could be provided by the PV plant itself providing a
supply, the power will have to be provided in this first implementation from a dedicated
power supply taking power from the external network.
Q.ty Model Max Voltage Max Current Configuration
2 SchneiderEl. LP1D65008BD 690V 32A 2NO+2NC
3 SchneiderEl. LC1D188BD 690V 32A 3NO+3NC
Table 5.12: Contactors characteristics
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A disconnector has to be provided in order to physically separate the plant from the
thruster and filter, and pushbuttons are needed in order to execute the desired mode or
configuration changes when the disconnector is open.
A complete electrical schematic of the designed PV plant is shown in next Figure 5.33.
Figure 5.33: Reconfigurable array complete electrical schematic
A part list with the reference required components is shown in Table 5.13.
Quantity Model Info
2 SchneiderEl. LP1D65008BD Contactor
3 SchneiderEl. LC1D188BD Contactor
2 Marquardt 01686.1104-04 Pushbutton
1 ABB OTDC100U02 Disconnector
Table 5.13: Part list
Lastly, a common grounding among PV array, filter, auxiliary supplies and thruster has
to be set.
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5.8 Array Performance
Performance charts are reported in next Figures 5.34 5.35 5.36 and 5.37 for various levels
of insolation on the modules, from 100 W
m2
to 1000 W
m2
at a temperature equal to NOCT,
for the two regimes.
A direct comparison is given between two configurations, 3x11 versus 3x12 modules for
high thrust and 2x16 versus 2x17 modules for high Isp.
The power level required for the experiment is plotted against the characteristics.
Based on this analysis, the minimum insolation on the oriented surfaces of the modules
has to reach the values specified in next Table 5.14 in order to achieve the needed power.
Using the data about maximum insolation plotted in Figures 5.4 and 5.26, a correspond-
ing minimum horizontal surface insolation is also reported in next Table 5.14.
Below the reported estimated values, the experiment can be done at lower power levels.
W
m2
High Thrust High Isp
On Module
Nominal 671 691
Extended 619 653
Equivalent Horizontal
Mola di Bari 419 443
367 403
Ospedaletto 374 393
319 353
Table 5.14: Minimum insolation values
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Figure 5.34: High Thrust V-I characteristic
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Figure 5.35: High Isp V-I characteristic
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Figure 5.36: High Thrust V-Power characteristic
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Figure 5.37: High Isp V-Power characteristic
6 Simulation
Once the PV array has been assessed, it is possible to simulate in first approximation
the system-wide behaviour at the two different nominal working regimes.
To do so, following the classical scheme, the thruster-induced perturbation has to be
introduced and processed by an appropriate filter.
Filter dimensioning is a crucial task in D2HET applications and has to be conducted in
order to protect the PV array from oscillations produced into the discharge chamber of
the thruster which may rise up to an unsustainable value.
Actually, when the thruster is working into the constant-V leg of the PV array, a small
variation in potential implies a high variation in current, and this situation is reversed
on the constant-I leg.
The simulation has been implemented and run under Matlab/Simulink R© environment,
and in Figure 6.1 a schematic representation is shown.
Figure 6.1: Simulation schematic
The PV array performance in the two regimes has been simulated using the method
described by [30].
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Figure 6.2: PV array simulation schematic
The filter and thruster simulation scheme are to be introduced in the next sections.
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6.1 Thruster Induced Perturbation
During the experiment the thruster is expected to operate in the constant-V leg of PV
array V-I characteristic curve at the power level of 5kW, and the experiment is then
thought to be held inside the optimal time window offered by the PV plant. Anyway,
the most severe working condition in terms of current is around the maximum power
the thruster is able to process.
In order to simulate this behaviour, a working point around 7kW has been selected co-
incident with PV array maximum power point.
Using the PV array model illustrated in previous Chapter 5 the corresponding configu-
ration is at the Mola di Bari facility on a simulated August 24th.
The performance of the PV array at the different working points, maximum and nominal
power, for the two regimes is reported in next Table 6.1
V [V] I [A] P [W]
High Thrust 314 22.5 7060
363 13.7 5000
High Isp 457 15 6850
526 9.5 5000
Table 6.1: PV array performance for different regimes
In a traditional architecture the current oscillations acting into the thruster discharge
chamber enclose the contributes deriving from PPU operation, although mitigated by
appropriate filtering into the dedicated supplies.
In a D2HET the AS is removed and once steady operation is reached, it can be assumed
that, from a DDU standpoint, only EMS and FCU oscillations affect discharge stability,
whereas the PV array contribute in itself can be considered stable.
In a deductive way for an operative level, with fixed thruster architecture consisting of
the relevant dimensions and the magnetic induction field B(x, r) shape, performances
as Isp, thrust and efficiencies can be established at various working points which are
essentially defined by three independent variables:
• discharge voltage Vd;
• propellant mass flow rate m˙p;
• maximum radial magnetic induction field intensity Br,max.
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The anode propellant flow m˙a commanded by LCU and distributed via FCU is a measure
of the discharge current Id, which in a D2HET is directly related to Vd by definition.
If Br,max is fixed then the resulting only independent variable is m˙a which acts as the
main thruster control parameter.
Merging the results on plasma instabilities found in [31] and [32] and using HT-5k
relevant information and performance map available at Sitael and from [33], it has been
possible to estimate the frequency of the dominant discharge instability, the so-called
breathing oscillation, taken in its worst case of maximum amplitude which can occur
when Br,max is slightly higher than Br,opt [31], calculated at the high thrust and high
Isp regimes.
Following [31], a description of this phenomenon can be given as follows.
Breathing oscillations are caused by depleting and replenishment cycles of neutral density
near the exit of the discharge chamber.
In order for current continuity in that zone of high B field and low electron conductivity
to be maintained, the electric field E has to rise.
This rise enhances the ionization process which depletes the neutrals.
The downstream neutrals then have to diffuse backwards towards the upstream zone
where ionization is lower.
The lack of upstream ionization impedes a sufficient electron flux to the exit for ionization
to occur properly in the downstream zone of the flow, which causes the migration of
neutrals towards the downstream zone.
The cycle then starts again at a frequency depending on ions and neutral velocities, and
on ionization length.
The set of equations used to extrapolate the frequencies, as reported by [2] [32] [31], is
shown next.
A = 2piRb (6.1)
ueff = g0Isp (6.2)
ui = ueff (6.3)
un =
√
8kTn
piMn
(6.4)
ωce = 1.78E7Br,max (6.5)
nn =
m˙a
AvnMn
(6.6)
Li =
24.5Mionui
3.14un
1.2nn
0.7
ωce0.88
(6.7)
fb =
√
uiun
2piLi
(6.8)
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Although in the optimal working range, in terms of Br, disturbances in higher frequency
bands posses a higher amplitude than breathing oscillations [31], the greatest amplitude
among the optimal and non-optimal working ranges is possessed by the latter.
Higher frequency harmonics of discharge wave have not been simulated, considering also
that in general their amplitude is supposed to be reduced by the low-pass filter typical
of D2HET, which will be dimensioned in next section.
In addition to this, since running a simulation with an increasing number of simulated
data implies more uncertainty on the results, it has been decided to model just the
dominant mode.
Physical dimensions of the channel are taken from [33] and an overview of the properties
of HT-5k thruster, needed for a frequency evaluation at the selected regimes, is reported
in next Table 6.2
b [mm] R [mm] Br,max [G] Isp [s]
High Thrust High Isp
21 63 200 1820 2290
Table 6.2: Ht-5k characteristics and performance at maximum power
The propellant considered for the experiment is xenon.
The resulting frequencies are reported in next Table 6.3.
fb [Hz]
High Thrust High Isp
14017 10152
Table 6.3: Breathing oscillations frequencies at Maximum Power
In a different way in comparison to [9] and [5], which respectively use a sinusoidal time-
varying resistance and a potential wave defining a thruster impedance in order to have
the resulting current, in this work the current wave has been directly simulated.
The signal has been modelled using the contributes of sinusoidal wave and an adequately
shaped triangular wave.
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The triangular wave in this case has been modelled up to the dominant plus the first
two harmonics as this has been judged an acceptable trade-off to shape the final wave
in order to fit the wave shapes present in literature [2]. A comparison between the two
waves is possible looking at Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Figure 6.3: Measured evolution for the discharge current for the SPT-100, after
Goebel and Katz
Figure 6.4: Simulated discharge current evolution for the HT-5k, High Thrust regime
The corresponding simulation schematic for the thruster is reported in next Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Thruster simulation blocks
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6.2 Filter Design
In order to select the appropriate filter, different simulation runs have been performed
to assess the relevant trends in the two operating regimes.
To improve the model for a more realistic result, series inductances and resistances of
the cables branches have been evaluated and added into the simulation.
As shown in the former section, the discharge oscillation in the two regimes is charac-
terized by different frequencies and amplitudes.
Filter optimization is needed in order to allow the system to perform well in the two
regimes with the same filter configuration.
The filter has been designed using the scheme presented by [5] following the indications
found in [9] and [34] to assess a starting order of magnitude for the components’ prop-
erties, such as resistance of the safety bleed resistor R and capacitance of capacitor C.
L
R C
Figure 6.6: Filter architecture
A starting value of inductance for the inductor L has been deducted from [5] as 2 orders
of magnitude higher in absolute value compared to capacitance value of capacitor C.
Several simulation runs have been performed in order to assess a trend for a 5 kW class
D2HET and to investigate if the trend found by [5] holds also at higher power levels.
The parameter chosen for filter evaluation is the peak-to-peak (p2p) amplitude of current
oscillation on PV array side, which is presented normalized versus the bold value in the
next Table 6.4 for the high thrust regime simulation.
In absolute terms, the simulation with the highlighted configuration brings for current
a value of p2p '9e-3 A.
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C[
A
A
]
[µF ]
8 80 800
0.8 65.8 10 17.4
L [mH] 8 7.48 1 1.77
80 0.749 0.1 0.178
Table 6.4: High Thrust normalized peak to peak current amplitude
As a comparison with the central configuration, in the absence of the inductor the p2p
value should have been 127 times larger.
The high Isp simulation has led to the following results, normalized to the same value
as for table 6.4
C[
A
A
]
[µF ]
8 80 800
0.8 106 2.75 11.1
L [mH] 8 0.295 1.16
80 1.16 0.110
Table 6.5: High Isp normalized peak to peak amplitude
Fewer simulation runs were needed for the high Isp regime because the same trends as
for high thrust were already depicted with the obtained data.
The trend for both regimes is comparable to the one presented by [5], and the choice has
been done in favour of the central configuration, as long as it represents a good trade-off
between inductance value and p2p.
8mH
1e5Ω 80µF
Figure 6.7: Filter with components ideal properties
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6.3 Filter Implementation
The selection of filter components in order to fit theoretic values has taken into account
the current flowing into the inductor stage, the ripple voltage for the capacitor stage
and the power dissipated into the safety resistor stage.
The guideline values for components selection are shown in next Table 6.6 and have
been evaluated during simulated measurement of relevant quantities inside the filter,
and considering plant characteristics in the high voltage range. A conservative choice
has been done.
IL[A] PR[W ] UC [V ]
30 4 900
Table 6.6: Guideline values for filter components selection
Following the guideline values, a part list for the filter reference components has been
made, as reported in next Table 6.7 from a selection of COTS elements.
Component Q.ty Producer P/N Properties Rating
Inductor 20 x Abracon ALFT-04-8 7 mH / 30 mΩ 10 A
Capacitor 1x Ducati 416.84.5.5x.7 80 µ F / 8mΩ / 200 nH 940 V
Resistor 1x Vyshay WK80922001003J5C00 100 kΩ 4 W
Table 6.7: Guideline values for filter components selection
In order to obtain the desired inductance, the 20 inductors are organized blocks of 4 in
parallel then put in a series string of 5 blocks for resulting total inductance L=8.75 mH.
The difficulty in proper inductor stage design is mainly driven by the current level flow-
ing into the component, and the selected solution allows into the single components an
acceptable flow compared to other discarded solutions with more or fewer components
at a competitive cost among the available components on the market.
The resulting realistic filter electrical schematic is shown in Figure 6.8
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Figure 6.8: Realistic filter architecture
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6.4 Simulated Filter Performance
It has to be denoted that parasitic characteristics of components have also to be involved
into the simulation for a more realistic result.
In order to do so, into the final simulation a series inductor has been added to the
capacitor with the value specified by manufacturer, as long as series resistances have
been added for both inductors and the capacitor.
The behaviour of the simulated system at the selected regimes is summarized in next
Table 6.8.
P [W] fb [Hz] p2p [A]
High Thrust 7060 14017 9e-03
5000 16026 7e-03
High Isp 6850 10152 3e-03
5000 12202 3e-03
Table 6.8: System behaviour for different simulated regimes
The results show that in the simulated system the filter performs as expected at the
nominal regimes reducing the current amplitude to a level comparable to maximum
power regimes.
The frequency shift from maximum power to nominal operation is comparable for the
two cases, and the resulting p2p to Id ratios are shown in next Table 6.9.
Id [A] p2p [A]
p2p
2Id
High Thrust 22.5 9e-03 0.02 %
13.7 7e-03 0.025 %
High Isp 15 3e-03 0.01 %
9.5 3e-03 0.015 %
Table 6.9: System response at the different regimes
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Figure 6.9: Bode plot of system with parasitic characteristics

7 Conclusions
An overview of direct drive architecture for Hall Effect Thrusters (D2HET) has been
given, and the relevant advantages and disadvantages have been highlighted.
An analysis of the application of D2HET to different missions has been conducted.
It has shown that defining the parameters τ and pi, their value can be used to identify the
various missions in terms of thruster duty cycle and thrust power fraction and therefore
to estimate the mass benefits.
An analysis conducted on two extremal cases, represented by the GEO communications
satellite Ekspress-AM6 and a SEP VEGA 5th stage proposed by [18], has shown that
for low values of τ and pi indirect advantages granted by a shift towards a High Voltage
Bus are larger than direct advantages coming from the adoption of D2HET.
Indeed for a mission with high τ and pi the relative magnitude of advantages swaps in
favour of direct advantages.
An intermediate case is represented by Deep Space (DS) exploration missions, where
constant-I and maximum power point tracking arise as the most favourable throttling
strategies in order to fully exploit D2HET advantages.
A direct drive experimental campaign has precedently been successfully conducted using
a Sitael HT-100 Hall Effect Thruster [5], and the present work represents a starting step
of a new experimental campaign to be conducted at a higher power level using the 5 kW
HT-5k Hall Effect Thruster.
In addition to this the regimes to be analysed during the experiment are two, i.e. high
thrust and high Isp.
Two major steps have been done in order to design the experiment.
A Matlab R© code has been developed in the frame of this work in order to model pho-
tovoltaic modules behaviour in different conditions of irradiation and temperature, and
this allowed to estimate the size of the photovoltaic plant needed to perform the exper-
iment.
The need for two working regimes raised the design of a reconfigurable array, which has
been done considering commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components as a reference.
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The PV characteristics estimation model applied to the reconfigurable array shows how
it allows extended flexibility for operation in a wide period of the year at the selected
locations.
Once the PV array has been designed, a simulation has been set in Simulink environ-
ment in order to evaluate the behaviour of the direct drive system at the two operating
regimes.
The evaluation of thruster induced disturbance has been conducted using the relevant
performance and physical data of HT-5k thruster together with the metrics available in
literature [31] [32] [33].
Although in real thrusters discharge instabilities cover a large portion of the spectrum,
the simulation has been limited to the low frequency range oscillations caused by the
discharge instability, which has the largest magnitude among other kinds of instabilities
at its onset.
The high magnitude (of the order of the discharge current DC value) translates into a
high peak-to-peak current value, which can collapse the PV array if not properly reduced
during operation, a reduction that is achieved with a dedicated low-pass filter.
As long as the designed filter architecture resembles the ones used in precedent experi-
ences, as resulting from the simulation this specific design allows a larger reduction in
current peak-to-peak value than the one obtained without the inductor stage, reported
by [9].
The result of the simulation shows that the ideal filter architecture used by [5] can be
scaled to perform the experiment also at HT-5k power level.
To estimate a comparison with [5] in experiment cost, the main issues can be identified
as follows:
• the acquisition of the proposed photovoltaic plant and its installation;
• propellant;
• thruster life;
• laboratory equipment;
• filter components;
• facility.
Facility running costs can be considered as a fixed cost, and equal in the two cases per
hour of experiment.
The costs of laboratory equipment can be considered the same with the exception of the
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vacuum chamber, as the IV10 is intended to be used in place of the IV4.
In case a Sitael HT-5k DDU is used in the experiment, the costs for its development and
qualification have to be accounted.
Propellant costs are considered negligible in both cases due to the short duration of the
experiment.
HT-5k life cost has to be scaled with the final cost of the thruster.
Filter components cost rises up to the order of tens of e.
The costs of the designed photovoltaic plant are estimated at around 1500 e per kW of
peak installed power. A direct comparison with [5] can be done considering that they
used 4 thin film panels for a total peak installed power of 360W.
It has to be considered that the experiment has to be conducted one time for each
regime.
The cost in complexity for scaling up to 5 kW level has to be taken into account, and
this difference is evident comparing the setup proposed in this work with the one used
by [5].
The photovoltaic plant involves a reconfiguration logic that is absent in the experiment
conducted by [5].
The high power rating of the experiment involves high currents, and moderately high
potentials are reached in the high Isp regime.
High currents and potentials enforce the use of properly rated components, which drives
the implementation of a distributed architecture inductor stage in the filter.
7.1 Further Developments
As long as it has not been possible in the timeframe of this Thesis, a validation with a
real experiment is needed in order to assess how the design and the HT-5k perform with
an actual direct drive system.
A peak power point tracking logic can be implemented in further designs, following [10].
Constant-I leg operating points can be investigated, to acquire more data on the insta-
bilities occurring in this region of the characteristic curve.
Experimental campaigns on clusters [10] may enable new exploration scenarios, as they
would allow higher thrust levels before than more powerful thrusters are designed, tested
and qualified, all of this provided that the promising photovoltaic arrays technology de-
velops as much as already foreseen for the next years.
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